The CI-Server framework on Drupal extends Drupal functionality to support the sharing and reuse of scientific documents. CI-Server extends the functionality within common content management systems by leveraging the semantic information in published documents to help build more knowledge. CI-Server has three primary goals: 1. to enable information sharing by providing tools that scientists can use within their scientific research to process data, publish and share artifacts 2. to build community by providing tools that support building and viewing discussions between scientists about artifacts used or created through scientific processes 3. to leverage the knowledge collected within the artifacts and scientific collaborations to support scientific discoveries.
CI-Server on Drupal References
The figure illustrates provenance support enabled by the CI-Server framework. Via the CI-Client API, the top scientist has published pmlj1, pmlj2, pmlj3, together called a PML nodeset, and corresponding data; moving data from the scientist's workstation to a Drupal-based CI-Server. The pmlj documents are semantic documents, written in OWL, built with knowledge about how a scientific process occurred. pmlj documents rely on links to available resources, e.g. the corresponding data published on the CI-Server. The CI-Server uses Drupal modules to support file management and url aliasing, enabling users to upload content and then access it via url links. Because pmlj3 is identified with a URL, the scientist reusing the information can use the url link to access the entire provenance nodeset once it is published on the CIServer. Furthermore, the CI-Server is able to dynamically build content from content it manages. For example, the CIServer dynamically builds pmlp nodes, source related provenance, for users of the system. Building provenance dynamically with internal CI-Server knowledge aids in the collection of provenance.
Provenance Support
• Social Provenance -enhancing the collection of Drupal comments to support the management of scientific discussions and relating them to scientific data.
• Building Collective Knowledge -leveraging the semantic knowledge published in semantically annotated documents as well as other information managed by the CI-Server to support scientific discoveries.
• Building CI-Servers -deploying the CI-Server framework to other environments to open up the CI-Server knowledge base accessible to CI-Client based tools.
• Capturing Scientific Processes -enhance additional scientific workflow tools (e.g. Kepler Workflow System) to support publishing additional process related content on a CI-Server.
Future Work
Client tools use the CI-Client API to integrate with the Drupal server to publish and reuse information at the server. By providing this functionality within the tools known by the scientists, CI-Server is better prepared to serve the collaborative needs of scientific teams. Furthermore, the interface to CI-Server systems is generic, so scientists do not need to know the culture of each Web portal in order to share and reuse information. Tools that currently leverage the CI-Client API:
• the PML Data Annotator • WDO-It! Semantic Abstract Workflow System • CI Desktop As a result, other tools are able to immediately leverage the published data via a URL.
CI-Client API

